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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we study the problem of fetching informative sentences from
multi-product documents. A multi-product document is defined as a docu-
ment that mentions about multiple products, which is often for comparison
purpose. An informative sentence is defined as a sentence that provides the
characteristics of the product. we propose to use Probabilistic Latent Se-
mantic Analysis (PLSA) to mine informative sentences given a single multi-
product document. By applying PLSA in a multi-product document, it si-
multaneously solves three problems regarding to multi-product document: 1.
Separate the document based on the products. 2. Fetch the informative key
words for each product. 3. Fetch the informative sentences. The proposed
method can mine the product information from a single multi-product doc-
ument, which is quite different from previous works in opinion mining.
Experiment results show that the high probability words in the word distri-
bution of each product do discover the characteristics of the product. The
results also reveal that the sentences which contain more these keywords are
more informative. Practical applications of this method are: 1. Product
comparison. 2. Facilitate user in reading multi-product document, which is
to apply data mining in human computer interaction (HCI).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Multi-product documents that review multiple competing products are more
informative than single-product documents that review only one specific
product. This is because users always jump to a hard decision when they
have to choose among multiple competitive products. For example, a user
may want to choose one out of two competitive cameras, Canon G11 and
Canon S90. Multi-product documents with title “Canon G11 vs. Canon
S90” are helpful for such a purpose.
In the contrary, if the user looks into single-product reviews, such as Ama-
zon [1] review, the user can not get enough information. This is because
both of G11 and S90 are really nice cameras. Amazon reviews for Canon
G11 have an average customer rating with four and a half star; Amazon re-
view or Canon S90 also has customer rating with four and a half star. Even if
the user looks into the detail of the Amazon review, the review summary for
each camera is that the camera is a great camera with great image quality.
Thus, single-product review in Amazon does not help user make decision, and
even makes the user more hesitant. Figure 1.1 indicates that single-product
review is not helpful for a user to make decision in competitive products.
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Figure 1.1: Amazon review for Canon G11 and Canon S90. Both of the
cameras have the same rating.
Figure 1.2: Multi-product document comparing G11 and S90.
As illustrated above, single-product document has less information than
multi-product document if the user wants to do the direct comparison. Most
of the previous works [2] [3] [4] focus on single-product review documents.
[2] [3] do have comparisons between different products based on product fea-
tures. However, [2] [3] compare the products based on summarization from
single-product reviews for each product, which is basically the same as the
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Amazon example shown above.
There are some relevant works such as [5] [6] [7] that seem to concern multi-
product documents. However, what these works [5] [6] [7] studied is actually
comparative sentence mining, which is identifying comparative sentences and
extracting comparative relations. These are different from opinion mining in
multi-product documents. First, comparative sentences may have nothing
to do with products. For example, “I feel better today than yesterday” is a
comparative sentence, but has no product information. Second, informative
sentences of a product in a multi-product document are not necessary com-
parative sentences. For instance, “Matte screen diffuses the light and protects
your eyes” is an important feature of the matte screens, which in defined as
an informative sentence. However, it is not a comparative sentence. Third,
comparative sentences occur in any kind of documents. Both single-product
and multi-product documents have comparative sentences. There might be
more comparative sentences in multi-product documents since these docu-
ments compare several products. However, mining comparative sentences
and mining in multi-product document are still different.
The data set used in [5] [6] [7] is based on single-product documents used
in [2] [3], combined with some additional multi-product documents. The
main purpose of the multi-product documents used in [5] [6] [7] is to collect
more comparative sentences. These work focus on comparative sentences in
these documents, but not the product information. Without multi-product
documents, they can still get comparative sentences from single-product doc-
uments as data set. In other words, [5] [6] [7] do not fully analyze the infor-
mation in multi-product documents. From the best of my knowledge, there
is no previous work focuses on mining in multi-product review.
The methods in the previous works [2] [3] [4] all require a huge amount of
review data in order to fetch the product features or summarize the opin-
ions. However, the methods relying on a huge amount of review data are
not practical in mining in multi-product documents. This is because almost
all of the multi-product documents are randomly posted in forums. Unlike
single-product reviews which have well been systematically collected such
as in Amazon review, there is no systematic way to collect multi-product
reviews. This nature of the multi-product documents makes the problem
challenging, and the methods in the previous works are not practical in this
problem. This is also the reason why most of the works have done in single-
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product reviews but not in multi-product reviews. In order to expand the
knowledge in opinion mining, multi-product documents are the focus of the
study.
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CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this chapter, we formally define the problem in this work.
Given only one multi-product document, the goals of the study are: 1. Sep-
arate the sentences of the document to the part of each product; 2. Fetch
the informative sentences in each part.
As discussed at the end of chapter 1, mining from multi-product document
needs to handle the problem of rare amount of data. A main advantage of the
proposed method in this thesis over existing approaches to review analysis is
that it can still mine informative sentences even if there is only one multi-
product document; in contrast, most previous works require the availability
of many such documents.
The multi-product document is defined as a document that mentions about
multiple products, which is often for comparison purpose. The informative
sentence is defined as a sentence that provides you the characteristic of the
product. The key words are defined as the words that characterize the prod-
ucts.
Def: Let D be a multi-product document. D = {s1, s2, . . . , s|D|}, si is a
sentence in the document. si = {wi1, wi2, . . . , wi|s|}, wij is a word in that
sentence. V = {wij} is the vocabulary which is the set of all the words in D.
Let k be the number of products discussed in D. Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pk}
indicate the set of product names. pi is a product name represented by a
single word in V . Ti is used to indicate the topic corresponding to pi. Note
that each product name pi corresponds a topic Ti. T
S
i is the set of sentences
of topic Ti in the document D. T
I
i is the set of informative sentences of topic
Ti , and T
I
i ⊂ T Si .
Goal: Separate D = {s1, s2, . . . , s|D|} into T Si based on topic Ti, which is
corresponding to produce name pi. Fetch the informative sentence T
I
i out of
T Si . As the result, the sentences T
I
i are the informative sentences of product
pi. The main goal is the set of informative sentences T
I
i .
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CHAPTER 3
OVERVIEW
In this chapter, an overview of the proposed method is given. The detail of
the methodology is illustrated in chapter 4.
In a multi-product document such as “G11 or S90”, people discuss about
two products. Each product can be viewed as a topic. Thus, probabilistic
topic model can be applied to model such kind of multi-product document.
In particular, we propose to use PLSA [8] to solve this problem. The docu-
ment “G11 or S90” can be separated into two topics: “G11” and “S90” by
PLSA. PLSA also provides a word distribution for each topic. The words
with high probability in each topic are the informative words for each prod-
uct. These words distributions capture the characteristics of the products,
and thus can be used to further fetch informative sentences. An overview of
the method is illustrated in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Separate the document. Look into the words distribution of
each topic to get high probability words.
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We observe that people keep discussing about each product in multi-product
review documents. Each product name appears frequently because people
need to mention the product name when they change from talking about
one specific product to the other specific product. Besides, since people are
discussing and comparing two products, the characteristics of each product
are mentioned frequently in the multi-product document. As a result, prod-
uct names appear often and the occurrence of the characteristics words are
related to each product names. This is the intuition why PLSA works and
why it can fetch informative sentences.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY
4.1 Identify the Product Names
The first step to mine the multi-product document is to get the product
name. We take the advantage of the document title. Two approaches are
applied to fetch the product names from the title: 1. Take the advantage of
the comparative keywords 2. Named Entity Recognition (NER).
For the first approach, I assume that the title contains the product names
and also has a pattern such as “A vs. B.” Based on the observation of several
titles of multi-product documents, the assumption is quite practical.
Define the comparative keywords: {or, and, vs., versus, &}
The process of identifying product names from the title is as the following:
1. Find the comparative keywords in the title.
2. Find the noun phrases adjacent to the comparative keywords.
3. Within each noun phrase in step two, get the single word which is most
frequent in the document. This word is assigned as the product name.
The set of product names: P = {The words from step 3}. The number
of topics: N = |P |.
Example:
“Fujifilm Finepix F200EXR vs. Canon S90, please help me decide!”
(resource: http://forums.photographyreview.com/showthread.php?t=58498)
The comparative keyword in the title is “vs.”. The adjacent noun phrases
near the “vs.” are “Fujifilm Finepix F200EXR” and “Canon S90.” The most
frequent word in noun phrase “Fujifilm Finepix F200EXR” is “F200EXR”;
the most frequent word in noun phrase “Canon S90” is “S90”. Thus, the
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product names we get are “F200EXR” and “S90”. A single word is used to
represent each product. This process is illustrated in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Get the representative product names out of the title, where the
title has comparative key word “vs.”.
The second approach, Named Entity Recognition (NER), is for titles that do
not contain the comparative key words. For instance, title “Is Canon G11
better than S90?” has no comparative key words. NER can be applied to
find the product names in this case.
NER works quite well for product names with model types, such as “G11”
and “S90.” Because these kinds of product names often contain digits or are
capitalized.
The whole phrase “Canon G11” would be recognized as a named entity by
applying NER. The representative product name is “G11” but not “Canon.”
In this case, it is basically the same case as step 3 in the first approach.
Thus, treat the NER phrase “Canon G11” as a noun phrase and apply step
3, which is to find the most frequent word in the phrase.
Figure 4.2: Get the representative product name out of the title by NER.
NER has limitation when the product names are not model types or not
proper nouns. For example, product name “G11” is easy to be identified as
a named entity, but “matte screen” is not. Thus, NER does not work for
title such as “Is matte screen better than glossy screen.”
For the following chapters, we assume that the product names are correct.
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4.2 Sentences Preprocessing
A document can be separated into many sentences. This is the key reason
why the proposed method can mine information even from a single docu-
ment. We used NLTK [9] for sentence tokenization.
If a sentence contains multiple product names, separate the sentence into
subsentences. The purpose is to make each sentence contains only one prod-
uct name if it is possible. If a subsentence still contains more than one
product names, then just leave it since there is no suitable way to separate
it. In my experiments, after the sentence separation, the subsentences that
contain more than one product names are few.
Take the multi-product document “G11 vs. S90” as an example.
The sentence: “The S90 has that very useful control ring and the terrific
f2.0-4.9 lens, but doesn’t have a flash hotshoe.” has only one product name
“S90.” Thus, do not separate it by the comma.
The sentence: “The S90 appeals to me more, but I’m guessing the G11 will
have significantly better overall lens performance.” has two product names:
“S90” and “G11.” Thus, separate the sentence into two subsenteces: “The
S90 appeals to me more” and “but I’m guessing the G11 will have signifi-
cantly better overall lens performance” by the comma. After the sentence
separation, each subsentence contains only one product name.
Figure 4.3: Get sentences out of a multi-product document.
Each sentence is a unit for the following PLSA method. Since PLSA classifies
the sentence to each topic, making each sentence contain only one product
name is necessary in order to get better performance.
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For each sentence, apply part of speech tagging(POS) and get the words
which are noun, verb, adjunct, or adverb. Stop words are removed. The
heuristic is that the words that can capture the characteristics of the prod-
uct are noun, verb, adjunct, or adverb because they are more meaningful.
For each sentence, these words are grouped as a unit to represent the sen-
tence unit in PLSA.
For example:
The sentence “G11 is good in control.” is replaced by {G11 (n.), good (adj.),
control (n.)}.
i.e. si=“G11 is good in control.”= {G11, good, control}
Duplication of words is allowed in each si.
4.3 PLSA in Muti-Product Document
We now discuss how to apply PLSA [8] in modeling multi-product document.
The number of the topics k is the number of the products |P | = |{pj}|. Let
D = {s1, s2, . . . , s|D|} be the multi-product document. Let {θ1, θ2, . . . , θk} be
k topic models for each product pj. Let {θ′1, θ′2, . . . , θ′k} be k prior models
for each topic. B is the background model for word distribution. The log
likelihood of the document D is:
log p(D) =
∑
s∈D
∑
w∈V
c(w, s) log
[
λBp(w|θB) + (1− λB)
k∑
j=1
pis,jp(w|θj)
]
The parameters to be estimated are: 1. The sentence topic probabilities:
pis,j; 2. The word distribution for each topic: P (w|θk).
The model can be estimated using any maximum likelihood estimator. We
used the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [10] to compute a max-
imum likelihood estimate. The iterative updating formulas are the following
with adding the prior:
p(zs,w = j) =
pi
(n)
s,j p
(n)(w|θj)∑k
j′=1 pi
(n)
s,j′p
n(w|θj′)
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p(zs,w = B) =
λBp(w|θB)
λBp(w|θB) + (1− λB)
∑k
j=1 pi
(n)
s,j p
n(w|θj)
pi
(n+1)
s,j =
∑
w∈V c(w, s)(1− p(zs,w = B))p(zs,w = j)∑
j′
∑
w∈V c(w, s)(1− p(zs,w = B))p(zs,w = j′)
p(n+1)(w|θj) =
∑m
i=1
∑
d∈D c(w, s)(1− p(zs,w = B))p(zs,w = j) + µp(w|θ
′
j)∑
w′∈V
∑m
i=1
∑
d∈D c(w
′, s)(1− p(zs,w′ = B))p(zs,w′ = j) + µ
Sentence can be classified to topic j* by the following formula:
j∗ = argmax
j
pis,j
From the estimated parameters: pis,j and P (w|θk), it solves two of the multi-
product document’s problems naturally: 1. Separate the document based on
the products. 2. Fetch the informative keywords for each product.
The parameter pis,j classifies each sentence to each topic, thus separates the
multi-product document based on the products. Furthermore, The param-
eters P (w|θk) give us the word distribution for each product. By looking
into the high probability words in each word distribution θk, it fetches the
informative keywords for each product.
The background model B is derived from the word distribution in Brown
corpus [11].
4.4 Set the Prior
Prior is extremely significant in solving the proposed problem. The purpose is
to force PLSA separate the multi-product document based on each product.
If we directly apply PLSA to multi-product document without prior, most
of the time the result is not what we expect.
In order to force PLSA separate the document to each product, we set an
extreme prior as the following: For each product pi, set the corresponding
prior θi
′ with P (pi|θi′) = 0.9. The number 0.9 can be specified by the user
based on how strongly the user wants to separate by the products. The
number of topics in PLSA is set as the same as the number of products.
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Take the multi-product document “G11 vs. S90” as an example:
Set the number of topics in PLSA as two. One with prior P (G11|θ1′) = 0.9,
and the other with prior P (S90|θ2′) = 0.9.
Figure 4.4: Set extreme prior for each product in each word distribution.
4.5 Capture the Sentence Sequential Meaning
In a paragraph, if there is no topic change by the user, a sentence is related
to the previous sentence most of the time. When a user mentions a prod-
uct name A and keep mention about it in the following sentences, it is very
often that the product name A does not appear in the following sentences.
However, these sentences are actually related to product A. If we do not
consider this aspect, which is the same as assuming that adjacent sentences
are independent, it does not capture the sentence sequential meaning and
thus reduce the performance.
In order to capture the sentence sequential meaning, we set a decaying initial
probability pi
(0)
s,j for these sentences. The detail is the following:
1. If there is one and only one product name pj in a sentence, set the initial
value pi
(0)
s,j = 0.8.
2. If there is no product name in the following sentence of step 1, set the
initial value pi
(0)
s,j = 0.7 to the following sentence.
3. If there is no product name in the following sentence of step 2, set the
initial value pi
(0)
s,j = 0.6 to the following sentence.
For example, there are three consecutive sentences:
pi
(0)
s,glossy = 0.8 “I hate glossy displays.”
pi
(0)
s,glossy = 0.7 “This kind of displays simply hurt our eyes.”
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pi
(0)
s,glossy = 0.6 “Try to glare it for awhile under blight environment, your eyes
will tell you the truth.”
If there is a topic change in the consecutive sentences, set the value pi
(0)
s,j = 0.8
corresponding to each topic. For example:
pi
(0)
s,glossy = 0.8 “I hate glossy displays.”
pi
(0)
s,matte = 0.8 “Go for matte!”
4.6 Fetch Informative Sentences
For the initialization, set the prior θj
′ and the initial value pi(0)s,j as discussed
above. By applying PLSA to the preprocessed sentences, get the topic prob-
abilities of each sentence: pis,j, and the word distribution of each topic:
P (w|θj).
Classify each sentence si to topic j
∗ by the following formula:
j∗ = argmax
j
pis,j
Let T Sj be the set of sentences that are classified to topic j.
Define the keywords set Wj as the top 5% high probability words in each
word distribution θj.
At this step, each product pj which corresponds to topic Tj has its own key-
words set Wj and sentences set T
S
j .
For each sentence si in T
S
j , rank the sentences by how many key words in
Wj the sentence contain. The ranking is within each topic Tj. The sentences
with higher rank in each topic Tj are defined as the informative sentences.
Define T Ij as the set of informative sentences in each topic. Output T
I
j .
As we will show in chapter 5, the keywords set Wj does capture the charac-
teristics for each product. If a sentence has many keywords, the sentence is
informative. This may benefit long sentences since long sentences have higher
probability to have more keywords. However, we do not want to do the sen-
tence length normalization for the following reason: By the observation from
the data set, when users are trying to explain or compare the products, they
use longer sentences more often than short sentences. Besides, longer sen-
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tences do have more information than shorter sentences. As a result, we do
not apply sentence length normalization.
In sum, the informative sentence is defined as the sentence that has many
characteristic keywords of the product.
Figure 4.5: Fetch informative sentences.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENT
There are three kinds of multi-product documents used in the experiment:
1. “G11 vs. S90”
2. “Glossy vs. Matte”
3. “G11 vs. S90 vs. LX3”
“G11”, “S90”, and “LX3” are all camera models. The full product names are
“Canon PowerShot G11”, “Canon PowerShot S90”, and “Panasonic Lumix
LX3.”
“Glossy” and “Matte” are two different kinds of laptop screens. The full
names are “glossy screen” and “matte screen.” These data come from differ-
ent forums by searching these product names from Google [12].
We use data sets in two different domains (i.e., data sets 1 and 2) to demon-
strate that the method is domain independent. As long as people keep dis-
cussing about different products in the multi-product document, the algo-
rithm would work. We use data set 3 to demonstrate that the method also
has nice result when the document mentions about more than two products.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: First, background knowledge
of the product is briefly introduced, so that we have knowledge to judge what
sentences are informative for the product. Then, the top 5% high probability
keywords are given to show that the keywords do capture the characteris-
tics of each product. Finally, the informative and non-informative sentences
found by the algorithm will be demonstrated.
In the following tables, the bold words are the characteristic features of the
products labeled by the user. The bold words in the tables of high probabil-
ity words (i.e. keywords set) are the product features. The bold words in the
tables of informative sentences are not the keywords from the keywords set,
but labeled by the user. The purpose is to indicate that these sentences are
informative. The second column in the informative, non-informative tables
are the number of keywords in the keywords set the sentence contains. The
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number may not be the same as the number of bold words in the sentence.
Parameters of the EM formula are the same for all the following experiments.
λ = 0.5, µ = 400.
5.1 G11 vs. S90
5.1.1 Background Knowledge for the Products
• G11 has flip-lcd.
• G11 is bigger and heavier.
• G11 is better in control than S90.
• S90 has control ring, a special characteristic of S90.
• S90 is small and portable.
Figure 5.1: G11 and S90.
5.1.2 Output Result
Data resource: Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/groups/seriouscompacts/discuss/72157621960977863/
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Table 5.1: High probability words for G11 and S90
G11 “g11”, “compact”, “controls”, “lcd”, “adaptor”, “dslr”,
“canon”, “photography”, “lens”, “dedicated”, “mount”, “big-
ger”, “size”, “camera”, “plus”, “g7”, “dpreview”, “marco-polo”,
“vari-angle”, “lensmate”, “flagship”, “abeer”, “lx3”, “s9”, “per-
sonaly”, “gearhead”, “probally”, “hotshoe”, “all-in-all”, “ish”
S90 “s90”, “g10”, “lens”, “camera”, “ring”, “wide”, “compact”,
“faster”, “flash”, “shoot”, “focus”, “depth”, “looks”, “g5”,
“s70”, “f2”, “hotshoe”, “g9”, “mf”, “opinion”, “lag”, “bit”, “cam-
eras”, “g”, “quality”, “pocket”, “external”, “issues”, “command”,
“actually”
Table 5.2: Informative sentences for G11 and S90
G11
6 • The g11 has a hotshoe so i can mount the tiny 270ex, plus
the return of the vari-angle lcd.
6 • Personaly, i would’ve preferred the controls on the g11, but
it should’ve really had a much bigger sensor in it (at least
m4/3 size), for the size of that beast.
5 • The g11 will give me the dedicated controls and flip lcd
for other kinds of photography.
S90
5 • The s90 has that very useful control ring and the terrific
f2.0-4.9 lens, but doesn’t have a flash hotshoe.
4 • The autofocus is actually pretty fast if set to single shot
(continuous hunts a bit before locking in giving that distinct
point and shoot lag).
4 • I’m in favour of the s90 with the faster lens on the wide
end.
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Table 5.3: Non-informative sentences for G11 and S90
G11
0 • That’s my solution.
0 • That and now that i have been playing with it for a few
weeks.
1 • I don’t want to fan the rumor-mill flames, i’m just waiting
on a thorough dpreview review before i buy, though.
S90
0 • Hope this helps. frankly i haven’t seen a spectacular photo
from either one yet.
0 • Should be a pretty nice handling setup.
1 • Tried a s90.
5.1.3 Analysis
We can see from the keywords table that the words “control” and “lcd” do
appear in the high probability words for G11. It captures the characteris-
tics that G11 is good in control and has a flip lcd screen. The word “ring”
appears in the high probability words for S90. It captures that the control
ring is a special feature for S90. The product name “G11” and “S90” are the
highest probability words in each distribution because of the extreme prior
we set.
Note that it is not necessary that all the high probability words are informa-
tive words. These words come often with other feature words or the product
name, but are not necessary to be characteristic words.
From the non-informative sentences table, we can see that these sentences
do not give users any information about the product.
5.2 Glossy vs. Matte
5.2.1 Background Knowledge for the Products
• Glossy screen has problem of glare.
• Glossy screen reflects light. Thus, it is not suitable for outside usage.
• Glossy screen is bad for eyes.
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• Matte screen diffuses the light.
• Matte screen is blur.
Figure 5.2: Glossy Screen and Matte Screen.
5.2.2 Output Result
Data resource: popularmechanics.com
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/how to/4213062.html
Table 5.4: High probability words for Glossy and Matte
Glossy “glossy”, “screen”, “glare”, “using”, “laptop”, “anti-glare”,
“environment”, “monitor”, “angles”, “brightness”, “hate”,
“simply”, “eyes”, “light’’, “contrast”, “tend”, “monitors”, “au-
dio”, “cheaper”, “pc”, “arguments”, “color”, “bother”, “re-
flects”, “reflection”, “controlled”, “anything”, “picture”, “no-
ticed”, “blind”
Matte “matte”, “screen”, “laptop”, “viewing”, “lcd”, “bright-
ness”, “diffuses”,“pixel”, “gloss”, “apple”, “screens”, “sun-
light”, “biggest”, “angle”, “resolution”, “store”, “bright”, “qual-
ity”, “choice”, “crt”, “blur”, “monitor”, “irrespective”, “com-
plaints”, “facility”, “and/or”, “purchased”, “shade”, “chose”,
“display”
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Table 5.5: Informative sentences for Glossy and Matte
Glossy
7 • When it comes to glare, if you have a glossy, you can ensure
it does not have as much by using right angles to any light
sources or white objects that reflect light directly when you
set up your monitor.
6 • Though glossy gives more brightness for laptop, you still
cant see anything from your screen since it will reflects a
whole world.
6 • Right now, i hate glossy so much, my eyes get tired too
quick and nearly blind after using it a while and it always
give me a hard hard hard time to read on it thump down
for glossy.
Matte
5 • My choice for viewing quality (definition and resolution) is
matte.
5 • My choice is matte. I don’t see much point in choosing
a glossy unless it’s for a laptop that you are going to use
outside in sunlight and need all the brightness you can get.
4 • Matte just diffuses the light and the whole screen becomes
one bright rectangle.
Table 5.6: Non-informative sentences for Glossy and Matte
Glossy
0 • Any opinions?
0 • I am open to hearing from others who have had experiences
and would like to share them.
0 • Fourth: what is yr opinion... what was first, the hen or the
egg?
Matte
0 • Is there any advantage to one versus the other?
0 • For this photographer and graphic artist.
1 • And the store has a number of lights.
5.2.3 Analysis
From the table of keywords set, the word “glare” has a quite high probability
in the word distribution of glossy. This makes sense because people complain
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a lot about the glare problem when they mention about glossy screen. As
the result, it gives important information for a user who is choosing glossy
or matte screen.
In the word distribution of matte, there are word “choice”, “chose”, and
“purchase.” This indicates that people prefer matte screen since these de-
cision words come often with the product name “matte.” It is interesting
because PLSA does not consider semantic meaning. However, user’s prefer-
ence is actually captured in the keywords set. The sentence contains these
preference keywords are actually decision sentences or opinion sentences.
5.3 G11 vs. S90 vs. LX3
Figure 5.3: G11, S90, LX3.
5.3.1 Output Result
Data resource: Photo.Net
http://photo.net/digital-camera-forum/00VLRI
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Table 5.7: High probability words for G11, S90, LX3
G11 “g11”, “hot”, “shoe”, “lcd”, “articulating”, “cameras”,
“comparable”, “viewfinder”, “accessories”, “aperture”, “disap-
pointed”, “sentence”, “camera”, “screen”, “agree”, “wait”, “f2”,
“choice”, “anyway...regards”
S90 “s90”, “flash”, “camera”, “zoom”, “carry”, “canon”, “bright”,
“hotshoe”, “panasonic”, “40d”, “vintage”, “priceless”, “pinch”,
“sunshine”, “cameras”, “manual”, “mode”, “deal”, “shoe”
LX3 “lx3”, “iq”, “size”, “g10”, “lens”, “attachment”, “filter”,
“shoot”, “tough”, “sold”, “smaller”, “decision”, “damped”,
“pocket-able”, “f2”, “vf”, “altitudes”, “dont”, “pocketable”
Table 5.8: Informative sentences for G11, S90, LX3
G11
5 • Now the g11 has an articulating lcd and a vf and as an-
thony so ably wrote: “i agree about the g11.”
5 • I think today, if i had to make the choice i would get the
g11 since it has the articulating lcd,
S90
3 • The real plus of s90 is the front control ring and its inte-
gration with the manual mode.
3 • I have always heted the built in flash on p&s cameras and
find an add on flash a necessity.
LX3
4 • Nothing like variety in the responses, eh.....:) i had lx3
and sold them both.....tht 60mm just was not sufficient
zoom....and the image quality was less than the g10 i had
at the time.
4 • I also got good results from the lx3, which i sold in favor of
a pocket-able size.
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Table 5.9: Non-informative sentences for G11, S90, LX3
G11
0 • I am getting reasonable shots with it.
0 • Probably due for an update.
S90
0 • There are pros and cons each way.
0 • It really is a very poor design.
LX3
0 • As i write this, i just realized that it is in my shirt pocket
where it normally resides from sunup to sundown!
0 • Any advice?
5.3.2 Analysis
The informative sentences for “G11” and “S90” are quite the same as what
we get from the previous document “G11 vs. S90.” This indicates that
these features are discussed often even in different forums. “G11 vs. S90 vs.
LX3” is a three products document, and PLSA works well in fetching the
informative sentences for each product.
5.4 COMMENT
Previous work has been studied in opinion sentence mining [13], compara-
tive sentence mining [5] [6] [7], and some in product features extraction [2].
However, informative sentences may not be opinion sentences or comparative
sentences. For example: “Now the G11 has an articulating lcd.” It is neither
opinion sentence nor comparative sentence. Furthermore, “Glossy screen re-
flects the light” does not have any product feature, which is defined as part
of the product, but is informative because it indicates the light problem of
the glossy screen.
Going beyond comparative/opinionated sentences, what we study is to dif-
ferentiate an informative sentence from a non-informative one. The criterion
that a sentence is informative is that the sentence has one of the following
information:
1. Distinguishable features of the product compared with other products.
Ex. articulating lcd; control ring.
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2. The benefit or drawback of the product.
Ex. protect the eye; glare problem; heavy.
3. User’s opinion to the product.
Ex. this is my choice; I hate glossy.
These sentences could be either comparative/opinionated sentences or not.
But they are all defined as informative sentences. By the experiment shown
above, our work can fetch these general informative sentences.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This study proposed the study of opinion mining in multi-product document.
The informative sentences are fetched from a single document. The study
points out two significant aspects that are not been well studied in the pre-
vious work: 1. Data of multi-product documents; 2. Mine from a single
document.
The nature of the multi-product review is that the data is sparse and hard to
collect. However, the other nature of the multi-product review is that people
keep mentioning the product names. The characteristics for each product
also appear very often along with the product names when people discuss
and compare the products. This makes PLSA a suitable method.
A single document actually has enough information that can be mined by sta-
tistical method, because a document can be separated into many sentences.
We apply PLSA to these sentences. By counting how many characteristic
keywords each sentence has, the algorithm fetches the informative sentences.
Although the experiments were conducted on a few specific products, the
proposed method is general, and can be expected to work for other products
as well.
One useful application is to apply such data mining technique in HCI. The
proposed method can facilitate users in reading multi-product review by high-
lighting the informative sentences. Font, size, and color can also be used to
indicate product information. For example, the bold words indicate the char-
acteristic keywords; the color indicates different products (ex. red for G11;
blue for S90).
The following two figures demonstrate how the proposed method facilitates
the reading.
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Figure 6.1: multi-product review without highlight.
Figure 6.2: multi-product review with highlight for informative sentences
In figure 6.1, informative and non-informative sentences are not distinguish-
able. Users have to read word by word for the whole paragraph, digest all
the sentences, and finally get useful information of the products. However, it
is a waste of time to read those non-informative sentences. Furthermore, the
informative sentences are hided among all the sentences and thus make user
harder to fetch the important information. Most of the review webpages are
the case as figure 6.1.
In the contrary, figure 6.2 highlights the informative sentences and also dis-
tinguishes the products by colors. By a glance, users can easily see those
informative sentences. The color also facilitates users to compare the prod-
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ucts. Users get almost the same information as in figure 6.1 but with much
less time. If users want to know more details, they can further read the
paragraph where those informative sentences are. It is quite different from
what [4] and [13] did. The proposed method as in figure 6.2 does not do
any summary of the reviw, but preserves all the sentences and highlights
informative ones.
Three problems can be further studied in future work:
1. Quantitative analysis of the experiment result:
The experiments in chapter 5 have no quantitative analysis. In our experi-
ments, whether a sentence is informative or not is judged by the users who
are familiar with those products. It would be better that users can assign
a quantitative value for each sentence about how informative it is. Also,
whether the proposed method does facilitate users in reading multi-product
review can be evaluated by formal HCI analysis.
2. Alternative ranking method to rank the informative sentences.
One deficiency of ranking sentences based on the count of words matched
is that weighting of words is not considered. E.g., matching a word with
very high probability should count more than matching a word with aver-
age high probability. One way to address this deficiency is to use p(w|θi) as
a query language model to retrieve relevant sentences (which would be re-
garded as informative sentences). That is, score sentences based on negative
KL-divergence: −D(θi||θs) where θs is the language model estimated based
on the sentence.
3. Try alternative probabilistic method so that almost all of the high prob-
ability words in the distribution are sure the characteristic features of the
product:
We can see from the experiment result in chapter 5 that not all of the high
probability words are the features of the product. There are still lots of
unimportant words which have high probability in the distribution. Such
problem affects the quality of further fetching informative sentences based
on key words.
4. Separate the sentence which still contains more than one product names
after the sentences preprocessing in section 4.2:
In section 4.2, not every sentence contain less or equal to one product name
after the sentences preprocessing. Some still contain more than one product
names. An alternative way to separate these sentences based on the product
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names can be further studied.
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